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ABSTRACT 
An approach is presented to get matrix representations for classical and more 
general r-Bezoutians with entries from a noncommutative ring. Formulas due 
to Ammar and Gader, Barnett, Gohberg and Semencul, Cohberg and Heinig, 
Kravitsky and Russakovskii, Lerer and Tismentsky, Pt~k, and Wimmer, as well 
as some generalizations and modifications, are obtained in a unified way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of Bezout ian and its various general izat ions play an im- 
por tant  role in modern l inear algebra. For Bezoutians there are many 
matr ix  representat ions in the l i terature. Some of them, like the formulas 
of Gohberg-Semencul  type [10], play an important  role in the construct ion 
of fast algorithms. Others, like Barnet t ' s  formula [3], are of theoret ical  
interest.  The main aim of the present paper is to express these and other 
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formulas within one approach. It turns out that our approach also allows 
us to find matrix representations forgeneralized Bezoutians in the sense of 
L. Lerer and M. Tismenetsky [24, 23] and I. Gohberg and T. Shalom [11]. 
Originally Bezoutians were invented in order to built a bridge between 
polynomial and linear algebra. As it was remarked in the historical pa- 
per [32], the Bezoutian concept in principle already evolves from Euler's 
work in elimination theory for polynomials in two variables. Hermite was 
the first who studied Bezoutians in more detail; he used them in order 
to solve root localization problems for polynomials (Routh-Hurwitz and 
Schur-Cohn problems), which are important in particular for the inves- 
tigation of the stability of linear systems. Note that in the early stage of 
Bezoutian research the language of quadratic forms was more common than 
matrix language. In this context it was observed very early that Bezoutian 
quadratic forms are congruent o Hankel or Toeplitz forms. In matrix 
language this means a factorization of Bezoutians as a product of Hankel 
and/or Toeplitz matrices. A comprehensive treatment of the old research 
in this field can be found in the English translation [19] of a classical survey 
by M. Krein and M. Naimark. 
More recently Bezoutians appeared in connection with inversion of Han- 
kel and Toeplitz matrices. It was first observed by F. I. Lander in [20] that 
the Gohberg-Semencul formulas in [10] for the inverse of a Toeplitz ma- 
trix are actually matrix representations of Bezoutians, and he proved that 
inverses of Bezoutians are Toeplitz or Hankel matrices. 
Bezoutians can be expressed in different way as product sum of triangu- 
lar Toeplitz and Hankel matrices. A collection of formulas of this type was 
presented in the paper [25] by V. Pt£k. The proofs there are based on an 
interesting commutator identity. Note also that in the latter paper a rela- 
tion of these formulas to Barnett's identity is observed. The latter identity 
is another important representation f Bezoutians and involves functions 
of companion matrices. It was first presented in [3] ( see also [4, 26, 14]). 
The matrix representations for the inverses of Hankel, Toeplitz, and 
more general types of structured matrices play an important role in the 
construction of fast algorithms for the solution of structured systems of 
equations and interpolation problems, since the multiplication of a vector 
by a triangular Toeplitz or Hankel matrix can be carried out with the help 
of fast Fourier technique. Still more recently G. Ammar and P. Gader ob- 
served in [1] that formulas involving circulant matrices are more efficient 
from the computational point of view than the Gohberg-Semencul formu- 
las, since they reduce the number of operations ignificantly. One of the 
(two) Ammar-Gader formulas is a special case of a circulant formula for 
generalized Bezoutians presented in [24]. 
Bezoutians for matrix polynomials were first introduced by B. D. O. 
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Andersen and E. I. Jury in [2]. However, in principle they and different 
matrix representations of them already appear in the paper [7] of I. Gohberg 
and the author as inverses of Toeplitz matrices with entries from a non- 
commutative ring. Ptak's formulas for Bezoutians were generalized to the 
matrix case by P. Fuhrmann in [5] and [6]. Concerning the Anderson-Jury 
Bezoutian for operator polynomials we refer to the monograph [27] and 
references therein. 
The concept of Bezoutian was further generalized to the case of several 
matrix polynomials by L. Lerer and T. Tismenetsky in [24] and [23]. These 
papers were mainly motivated by the investigation of inversion formulas for 
structured block matrices. They contain several matrix representation for- 
mulas for these generalized Bezoutians, which also will be deduced below. 
A more recent paper [21] explores applications of generalized Bezoutians 
to inertia problems for matrix polynomials. I. Gohberg and T. Shalom 
introduced in [11] the Bezoutian concept for nonsquare matrix polynomi- 
als, which is a slight modification of the Lerer-Tismenetsky Bezoutian and 
which coincides, in principle, with the concept of an r-Bezoutian defined 
below in Section 2. Note that the concept of r-Bezoutian has found applica- 
tion in generalized inversion of Hankel and Toeplitz matrices. In particular, 
it was proved in [13] that the Moore-Penrose inverse (pseudoinverse) of a 
Hankel matrix is a 4-Bezoutian. 
We shall introduce two kinds of Bezoutians: Hankel and Toeplitz Be- 
zoutians. They are related by simple MSbius transformations ( ee [14]) 
and therefore have similar properties. A more general class is the class 
of Toeplitz-plus-Hankel Bezoutians containing both Toeplitz and Hankel 
Bezoutians. Matrix representations for Toeplitz-plus-Hankel Bezoutians 
were presented in [15]. A still more general Bezoutian concept was intro- 
duced in [16] and [12]. As far as we know, matrix representations for these 
generalized Bezoutians have not been studied yet. 
Recall that the aim of the present note is to give a unifying algebraic 
approach for the construction of matrix representations of (generalized) 
Bezoutians. Here main attention is paid to the non-commutative case. 
We obtain proofs for formulas from the literature which are simpler than 
the original ones and some new formulas, for example a generalization of
Barnett's formula. 
The paper is organized as follows. First we present, after the definitions 
in Section 2, in Section 3 a connection between Bezoutians and resultant 
matrices. For the scalar classical Bezoutian this relation was independently 
found by E. M. Russakovskii [29] and N. Kravitsky [18]. The generaliza- 
tion to Anderson-Jury Bezoutians can be found in [22] and [30]. Here we 
present he Toeplitz version of the Hankel generalization of this result to 
r-Bezoutians, which is due to Lerer-Tismenetsky [24], provided with a sim- 
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ple proof. We observe that this relation between resultant and Bezoutian 
already easily leads to Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas. 
In Section 4, we present more general formulas containing functions of 
companion matrices. As special case we obtain a Barnett-type formula for 
Andersen-Jury Bezoutians, which was already presented in [22], and its 
generalization to r-Bezoutians. As another special case of the companion 
formulas we present in Section 4 formulas involving circulant matrices that 
generalize the formulas of Ammar and Gader and of Lerer and Tismenetsky. 
In Section 5 we deal with Anderson-Jury Bezoutians and represent these 
Bezoutians as products of two circulant matrices and a Toeplitz matrix in 
between. This generalizes the well-known representation f a Bezoutian as 
the product of two triangular Toeplitz and a Toeplitz matrix. The latter 
representation appears already in old papers (see [19]) and was many times 
rediscovered. For the noncommutative Hankel case it was discussed in [31]. 
Let us note finally that some of the formulas presented here were re- 
cently further generalized for the commutative case in the paper [28] of 
K. Rost. Furthermore, let us remark that all formulas have continuous 
analogues, which we hope to publish elsewhere. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let R be a ring with unity e, and R[A] the corresponding polynomial 
ring, where A is considered as an abstract variable commuting with the 
elements of R. The class of polynomials with degree n at most will be 
denoted by P~[~]. If x -- (Xk)~ • R n+l, then x() 0 will denote the poly- 
nomial Y]~=o Xk)~k" For x as above, we denote by ~ the reversed vector 
(xn-k)'~. We consider m x n matrices A = [aij] with entries aij from R 
(i = 0, . . .  ,m - 1, j = 0 , . . . ,n -  1). The generating function of A is, by 
definition, the polynomial in two variables 
rn - - l  n - -1  
A()~,l~) = E E a'9¢#J" 
i=0 j=0 
Introducing the column vectors ln()~) :=  ()~ke)~-l, the generating function 
can be written as 
A()~, U) = lm(A)T Al,~(#) • 
For a naturM number , A is said to be an r- Toeplitz Bezoutian if there 
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exist polynomials g~(A) and hi(A) (i = 1,. . . ,  r) such that 
(e - A#e)A(A, #) = ~ gi(A)hi(#) . (1) 
r= l  
Let gi(A) e Rm[A] and hi(A) • Rn[A] be given polynomials. Then there is 
a (unique) matrix A satisfying (1) if and only if 
E gi(A)Izi(A) = O. (2) 
i=1 
In this case we say that A is the Toeplitz Bezoutian of g(A) = (g~(A))[, and 
h(A) = (hi(A))~l and we write A = Bez (g, h) (cf. [10]). 
The matrix A is said to be an r-Hankel Bezoutian if there are polyno- 
mials g~(A), h~(A) (i = 1, . . . ,  r) satisfying 
r 
(Ae - #e)A(A, #) = E gi(A)hi(#) . (3) 
i= l  
For given polynomials g~(A) and hi(A), (3) defines a matrix A, which will 
be denoted by Bez ~ (g, h), if and only if 
~ gi(A)hi(A) = O.  
i= l  
There is a close relation between Hankel and Toeplitz Bezoutians. In 
fact, let J~ denote the counteridentity in R n, [0 e] 
J n  ~ . ' "  - 
e 0 
Then it is easily verified that 
JmBez(g,h) = Bez~(~, h), Bez(g,h)Jn = -Bez~(g ,h ) ,  
where ~(A) -- (~i(A))~. Therefore, it is sufficient o consider Toeplitz Be- 
zoutians. Note that the MSbius transformations described in [14] (i.e. gen- 
eralized Frobenius-Fischer transformations) provide more general connec- 
tions between Hankel and Toeplitz Bezoutians, among them also transfor- 
mations preserving the symmetry of the matrix. 
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For a polynomial g(A) = ~-2~=ogkA  • Rn[A] and a natural number p, 
we denote by Resp(g) the p x (p + n) matrix 
Res p (g) = 
gl gl ... g~ 0 
go gl ... g~ 
" .  " .  
go gl ... g~ 
p.  
If g()~) : (gl()~),... ,gr()~)) • Rn[~] r, then Resp(g) will denote the 
matrix 
Res p(g ) = col (Res p(g~) r 1 . 
The following formula was found for r = 2 and Hankel Bezoutians by 
E. M. Russakovskii [29] and independently by N. Kravitsky [18]. It was 
generalized to the noncommutative case and r = 2 in [22], and for r > 2 in 
[24]. Below we give the Toeplitz analogue of this formula provided with a 
simple proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let g(A) = (g~(A))[ e Rm[A] r and h(A) = (h~(A))~ • 
Rn[A] r be given vectors of polynomials satisfying (2). Then, for p > 
Resp(g) T Resp(h) = [ 
Bez (g,h) 0 0 7 
0 0 0 J , 
0 0 -Bez (g, h) 
(4) 
where the zeros are zero matrices of appropriate size. 
Proof. It is easily checked that 
l r . Res p(h) 1,~+p(#) = col (g~(#) p(#))i=l 
Hence 
r 
lp+m( A ) T Res p(g)TRes p(h)ln+p(#) = E lP( A )g~( A )h~(tt)lP(tt)' 
i=l 
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r T 
( e - )~#e)(Res p(g)TRes p( h ) ) ( A, #) = E gi( A )hi(#) - AP # p E gi(A)hi(#). 
i=1  i=1  
In view of (2) this implies 
(Resp(g) T Res p(h))(A, #) = Bez (g, h)(A, ~) - AP# p Bez (g, h)(A, #), 
which is another form of (4). • 
For a polynomial g(A) E P~[A] with coefficients gk (k = 0 , . . . ,  n), we 
denote by T+ (g) the triangular n x n Toeplitz matrices 
T_(g)  = 
go ... • gn.- 1 ] 
0 go 
T+(g)= 
gn 0 
• ° 
gl ... gn 
Then we obtain immediately from Theorem 1 the following• 
THEOREM 21 For m = n and with the notation above, the equalities 
r T 
Bez (g, h) = E T+ (~i)T- (h~) = - E T_ (~)T+ (hi) 
i=1  i=1  
hold. 
Note that one can also get similar formulas for the case m ~ n. 
For the special case n -- 2 this leads to formulas described in [7] and 
other papers• 
1Cf. [24, Corollary 2.2]. 
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For a given monic polynomial a(A) = ao + al A Jr... -.b an- 1 A n- 1 'b eAn • 
R[A], we denote by Ca the companion matrix 
c~ = 
0 e 
e 
--co --al .. .  --an-1 
We consider in this section Bezoutian representation involving functions of 
companion matrices. 
First let us agree upon some notation. If A = [aij] is a matrix with 
entries from R and b • R, then we denote by bA the matrix [baij] and 
by Ab the matrix [a~jb]. If b(A) -- ~--~-~=0 bkAk • R[A] and A is an n x n 
matrix with entries from R, then we denote by bg)(A) and b(~)(A) the 
matrices ~=o bkAk and ~-0  Akbk, respectively. Since we mainly deal 
with matrices of the form b(t)(-A), we write b(A) instead of b g) (A). 
PROPOSITION 3. For monic a(A) • R~[A] and b(A) • Rn[A] the rela- 
tion 
b(C~)l . (A)  = b(A)l~(A) - q(A)a(A) (5) 
holds for a certain column-vector polynomial q( A ) with degree n -  1 at most. 
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction. It is easily checked that 
Co l . (A )=AZn(A)  -a(A)en, 
where en := [0 . . .0  c] T. Assume now that Ckaln(A) has the form 
Ca%(A)  = Akln(A) - uk(A)a(A) (6) 
for a polynomial uk(A) of degree k - 1 at most. Then 
k+l  C a ln(A) = AkCaln(A) - Cauk(A)a(A) 
= Ak+~l.(A) - [Ake. + C.uk(A)la(A). 
Hence (6) holds for k + 1, and uk+l(A) ---- Aken + Cau(A)a(A) has degree k
at most. 
Now (6) implies bkCka = Akbkln(A) -qk(A)a(A) for certain polynomials 
qk(A) with a degree less than or equal to n - 1. This leads to (5). m 
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Proposition 3 implies the following formula for functions of companions, 
which seems to be new for the noncommutative case. 
For a()~) and b(A) as above, the matrix b(Ca) can be THEOREM 4. 
represented as 
b(Ca) = T_(b) - T+(b)T+(a)-lT_(a) . (7) 
That means b(Ca) is the Schur complement of the block T+(a) in the matrix 
Res n (b, a). 
Proof. Suppose that b(C~)In()~) = (fk(A))~ -1. Then according to (5) 
b(A))~ k = qk(A)a()~) + fk(A), 
where qk(A) are the components of q(/k). Comparing the coefficients, this 
can be written in the following matrix form: 
Resn(b) = QRes n(a) + [ b(Ca) 0] , (8) 
where Q is constructed from the coefficients of the qk(A)- The relation (8) 
is equivalent to the system of the two equations 
T_(b) = QT_(a) + b(Ca), T+(b) = QT+(a) . 
This immediately leads to (7). • 
As a special case of Theorem 4 we obtain the noncommutative Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem for companion matrices. 
COROLLARY 5. For a monic polynomial a(A) c R[A], a(Va) -- O. 
Comparing Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 for the commutative case we 
obtain another corollary, which is Barnett's formula from [3] (see also [14, 
25]): 
COROLLARY 6. I f  the ring R is commutative, then 
T+(~)b(C~) = Bez (g, h) ,  
where g(~) = (~(~), b()~)) and h(~) = (b()Q, -a(~)).  
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following general- 
ization of Barnett's formula to the noncommutative case, i.e. to Anderson- 
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Jury Bezoutians, which is due to Lerer and Tismenetsky (see [22, Corollary 
1.1]). 
THEOREM 7. 
isfying 
Let a()~), b(A), c(A), d(A) be polynomials from Rn[)~] sat- 
~(~)b(~) = d(~)a(~), (9) 
and let a()~) be monic. Then 
T+(5)b(C~) = Bez (c, d; b, a) .  (10) 
Proof. From (9) we conclude T+(5)T+(b) = T+(d)T+(a), and from this 
T+(b)T+(A) -1 = T+ (5)- lTe (d). Inserting this into (7), we obtain 
T+ (5)b(C~) = T+ (5)T_ (b) - T+ (d)T_ (a) . 
It remains to apply Theorem 2. 
We consider now general matrices of the form 
r 
A = 2..,g (r)(Ca)Thi(Cb) (11) 
i= l  
for monic polynomials a(A) and b(A) of degree n. We show that matrices 
of this form are Bezoutians. 
In order to formulate the corresponding theorem we introduce some 
notation. For a polynomial g()~) • R[A], let (g(A)) (t) and (g(A)) (r) denote 
the polynomials from Rn-I[A] which are uniquely defined by 
g(X) = a(X)q(A) + (g(A))~) and g(A) = s(A)a(A) + (g(A))~), 
i.e. the remainders of the division of g(A) by a(A) from the left and from 
the right. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be given by (11), and let g~(A) := (Angi(A)) (z), 
h~(A) = (Anhi(A))~ r). We assume that the degrees of gi(A) and hi(A) are 
less than or equal to n. Then A(A, #) is given by 
T 
(e-A#e)A(A,#) = ~[gi(A)hi(#)-g~(A)h~(#)l-a(A)u(#)-v(A)b(~), (12) 
i=1  
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where u( A ) and v( Jk ) are certain polynomials with degree at most n satisfying 
r 
a(~)~(~) + v(~)~(~) = y~[(g~(~)~(~)  - g~(~)~(~)]. (131 
i=1  
In particular, A is a (2r + 2)-Bezoutian. 
Proof. By Proposition 3 we have 
?* 
A()~, #) = ~ gi()~)h~(#)l~ (,~)Tln(].t) "~ a()~)~()~, #) q- 1](,~, ]£)b(]£) 
i=1  
for polynomials ~()~, #) and ~/()~, #) with degree (n - 1, n - 1) at most. 
Multiplying this relation by e - Ape we obtain 
T 
(e - A#e)A(A, #) = y~(e  - )~n#~e)gi(,~)h~(#) - a(A)~(A, #) - ~(,~, #)b(#) 
k=l 
for polynomials ~()~, #) and ~(~, #) with degree (n, n) at most. Using the 
definition of g~ and h~ we get a representation 
r 
(e - A#e)A(A, #) = ~[gi()~)h~(#) - g~()~)h~(#)] - a(A)u(;~, #) - v()~, #)b(#), 
k=l 
(14) 
where u(,~, #) and v(,k, #) are again polynomials with degree (n, n) at most. 
We show that u(,~, #) actually depends only on ]z. Suppose that u(,~, ]~) = 
~=0 uk(#) Ak Then the right-hand side of (14) is of the form 
~2"un(~) + ~=n-l[un-l(~) +a.-lU.(,)] +. . .  
q-,~n+l[ul(]Z ) q- an_lU2(]2) q- . . .  -}- alUn(]~)] Jr- ¢(,~, ]~), 
where ¢(~, #) has degree less than or equal to n in )~. Comparing coefficients 
we obtain, since the left-hand side is of degree n in ~, that u,~(#) . . . . .  
U 1 (]~) = 0.  Thus u(A, #) = u0(#) := u(#) . Analogously v(A, #) = v(A). 
This leads to (12). Since the left-hand side vanishes if we formally set 
A -- #-1, we conclude that (13) is fulfilled. • 
We consider now the special case a(A) = )~n. Then (11) goes over into 
r 
A = y~ gi(Zo)Th~(Cb), (15) 
i : l  
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where Z0 denotes the backward shift in R n. Note that the gi(Zo) T are lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrices. We obtain a formula which can be considered 
as a generalization of Barnett's formula to r-Bezoutians, A similar formula 
emerges from [24], Proposition 2.1, by taking (X, T) as in (1). 
THEOREM 9. Let A be an (r + 1)-Bezoutian given by 
(e - A#e)A(A, it) = ~ gi(A)hi(it) - c(A)b(it), 
i : l  
(16) 
where gi()~),hi(A),c()~),b()~) • P~[)~] and b()~) is assumed to be monic. 
Then A is given by (15). 
Proof. Let A ~ denote the matrix given by the right-hand side of (15). 
We show that A ~ has the same generating function as the Bezoutian A. 
According to Theorem 8 the relation (11) holds, where A has to be replaced 
by A'. Furthermore, in our case we have a(A) -- ~ and g~(A) -- 0. Hence 
(e - )~ite)A'(£, #) = (e - )~#e)A(A, #) - £'~u(#) + w(A)b(#) 
for a polynomial w()~) • /~[ ) , ] .  In particular, we have 
= 
Since b()~) is monic, we conclude that w(A) = w,~)~ ' and u = w,~b. This 
implies )~nu(#) - w()~)b(#) = 0 and A -- A'. • 
5. C IRCULANT FORMULAS 
We consider now the special case a(A) -- A~e - ~, b()~) = )~ne - f~ of 
Theorem 8. For this case we obtain formulas involving circulant matrices, 
which generalize the formulas of Ammar and Gader and of Gohberg and 
Semencul as well. For a()~) -- )~ne - c~ the companion Ca is the matrix of 
the (~-cyclic shift 
Zo~ 
0 e 
° 
e 
~0. . .0  
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n k and for g()~) = ~k=o gk)~ , g(C,)  is the a-circulant matrix 
g(Z ) = 
go -~- gnO~ gl 
gn-lC~ go -f- gn ot 
• . 
gla g2~ 
- t  
• • • gn-  2 gn-  1 I 
I 
gn-  gn-  I 
gn-lO~ go + gnO~ J 
THEOREM 10. Let g(,~) = (gi(A))[ and h(A) = (hi()~))[ be given vector 
polynomials from Rn[/~] ~ satisfying (2), and let c~,~ • R such that they 
commute with all elements of R and e - c~ is invertible. Then 
r 
Bez (g, h) = (e - c~j3) -1 Eg~(Za)Th~(Z~) .  
i=1  
(17) 
Proof. Let A denote the right-hand side of (17). We show that A has 
the same generating function as Bez (g, h). For this we apply Theorem 8. 
Taking into account hat in the present case g~(A) = agi(A) + ~/(Ane - a) 
and h~(A) = hi(A)~ + (Ane - ~)5 for some 7, 5 • R, we obtain 
r 
(e - A#e)A()~,#) = Eg i (A)h~(#)  - ()~ - c~)u(#) - v()~)(# n - 8) 
i=1  
for polynomials u()~),v()~) • Rn[/~]. 
In view of (2) we have 
(A" e - a)ft(A) + v(A)(e - ~A n) = 0. (18) 
This equality implies 
~(A) -~v(A)=c  and -a~(A)+v(A)=dA '~ 
for some constants c and d. Inserting the first into the second equation, we 
get 
(e  -  Z)v(a) = + dA m 
Hence v()~) = Vo + v,~)~ n and u(,~) = Uo + u~)~ . Prom (18) we conclude 
now by comparing the coefficients that 
uo -~v,~=0,  -aun+vo=0,  and u ,~-C~uo+v~- f luo=0.  
This implies 
U s ~ --Vn, UO ~ ~Vn~ VO ~-- --OLV n . 
350 
Hence u(A) = -(Ane - ~)vn and v(A) = (Ane - ~)Vn , which yields 
-  )u(it) + - H i t )  = o .  
Thus 
(e - Aite)A(A, it) = (e - a~)~ g~(A)hi(it) ,
i=1  
which means A = Bez (g, h). 
Let us note that a similar result was recently also presented in [9]. 
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6. ANDERSON-JURY BEZOUTIANS 
We consider in this section the special case r = 2. Let a(£), b(A), 
c(A), d(A) be given polynomials from P~[A] satisfying (8). We consider the 
Anderson-Jury Bezoutian B = Bez ((c, -d ) ,  (b, a)). According to Theorem 
10 we have 
B = (e - a~) - I [c(Z~)Tb(Zz)  - d (z , )Ta(Zz) ] .  
We assume now that c(Za) T and a(Z~) are invertible. Then we obtain 
B = (e - a~) - l c (Z , )T  {b(Zt~)a(Z~) -1 - [c(Z~)T]- ld(Z~) T} a(Z~). (19) 
The inverse of an a-circulant is again an a-circulant. This can be proved 
as follows. Let g(Z~) be an invertible a-circulant, and let x be the last 
column of g(Za) -1 . Then g(Za)x(Z~) is an a-cir, culant the last column 
of which is the last unit vector. Hence this product is the identity, which 
implies that the inverse equals x(Z~). Moreover, it is obvious that the 
product of two a-circulant matrices is an a-circulant again. 
Hence from (19) we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 11. I f  c(Za) T and a(Z~) are invertible, then the Bezoutian 
B admits a representation 
B = c(z~)TTa(Z~) ,  
for a Toeplitz matrix T. 
In the special case a --- ~ = 0 the invertibilty condition is satisfied if the 
polynomials c(A) and a(A) are monic. In this case we obtain the Toeplitz 
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analogue of a formula in [31] (see also [2]). Note that the entries of T can 
be considered as the coefficients of the formal power series corresponding 
to b(A)a(A) -1 (in A and )•-I) and can be computed recursively. 
7. FINAL REMARKS 
7.1. More Formulas 
The representation formulas presented above do not completely cover all 
formulas appearing in the literature (also, the second formula in Theorem 
2 is not covered by the general formulas in Section 3 and 4). However, the 
remaining ones can be obtained by a simple transformation. 
The following can be easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 12. I f  the m × n matrix A is an r -Bezout ian and Jn 
is the counteridentity, then ft  = JmAJ~ is also an r-Bezoutian. More 
precisely, /f A = Bez (g, h) then A = Bez (.~, h). 
Applying now the theorems of Section 3 and 4 to .4, we obtain new for- 
mulas for A. In particular, we obtain the second formula in Theorem 2 from 
Theorem 10 for a =/~ = 0. Furthermore, one can obtain a Barnett-type 
formula involving the companion matrix Ca = J~CaJ~, which is sometimes 
called the second companion of a()~). 
7.2. Inversion of Bezoutians 
The inverse of an r-Bezoutian is an (r + 2)-Bezoutian. This can be 
seen as follows. If A is an invertible r-Bezoutian, then, for certain vectors 
ui, vi C R n, 
r 
AZo - ZoA = ~ u~v T. 
i=1 
The latter can be obtained by comparing the coefficients. This implies 
- -~X T Zo A-1  - A -1Zo  = iYi , 
i=1 
where Ax i  =- u~ and yTA ---- v T. From this it emerges that A -1 is an 
(r + 2)-Bezoutian. For more details we refer to [14, 24, 23]. 
The inverses of an Anderson-Jury Toeplitz Bezoutians have a still nicer 
characterization. They are Toeplitz matrices. This was proved for the 
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matrix ring independently in [23] and [17]. The proofs can immediately be 
transferred to arbitrary rings. 
The author thanks a referee for useful critical comments. 
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